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Shinzo’s series of denials during March 2007.
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official handling of the comfort women issues,
including apologies and unofficial reparations

The reason that Congress suddenly requested a

over a fifteen year period.

report about comfort women, of course, is the
international fracas generated by Prime Minister
Abe’s March 1, 2007 statement denying that the

The CRS report is above all significant because it
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ramifications for U.S.-Japan relations than the

involved in the system. Abe’s gaffe was itself

resolution alone. For example, the report
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Posted at Japan Focus on April 11, 2007.

Washington to bring it to a floor vote in mid-
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(http://japanfocus.org/data/CRS%20Comfort%
20Women%203%20Apr%2007.pdf)

In the meantime, however, the CRS report will
have congressional representatives or at least
their staffers mulling over several related issues
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that the report raises that may have much larger
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